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Internship Brief: 

Create a website that provides personal  

healthcare advice about Type2 Diabetes 

Focusing on three main audiences; 

patients, carers and healthcare professionals. 

Introduction 

 During my placement I was asked to continue development 

on the existing website which provides help and advice for those 

currently with Diabetes or in the process of developing it. The 

existing website was built on a basic website platform with lim-

ited customisation and had not been updated for several months. 

I made the decision to rebuild the website from scratch on a new 

platform Joomla.  

 Joomla is a free open source Content Management System 

(CMS), the main advantage of using Joomla is that you can add 

extensions and modules onto the website, similar to downloading 

apps for you smartphone. With this; new features will be added 

to increase visitor engagement on the website such as forums, 

ask a question and personal profile sections. 

Designing Process 

 Much research was done into the demographics of our visitors, 

but also how they would use the website; through this we de-

signed an optimum navigation menu to ensure least clicks to con-

tent, accessibility options and mobile friendly templates.  

 A development framework was also created, this laid out the 

guidelines on how the website features would be implemented, i.e. 

what role the forums would play, admin levels & responsibilities 

and how social media would tie into the site. 

 It was important to remember that we were not trying to re-

place professional healthcare, but educate those about their health 

and start taking action on it whatever their situation. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

7% of the top 

100k sites are 

built on Joomla! 

Features 

Forums & Ask a Question 

Forums  will help user engagement with the website and other users. They will be free to discuss medical topics 

from around the world or in their local domains. Some will seek advice, for that they can also ask questions  

and then answers from other users can be ‘thumbed up or down’. 

Personal Healthcare Plan 

A major selling point for the new D-CMR site is the ability to register and create your own profile. Within this 

users can then edit and update their Personal Healthcare Plan; a plan to help those with Diabetes improve their 

health through changes in their lifestyle such as diet, exercise and medical check ups. 

Newsletter & Blog 

A blog will ensure that the site is regularly updated with latest topics related to Diabetes, while e-newsletters 

will draw in users. 

Social Media 

Facebook, Twitter and RSS feeds will be intertwined throughout the website. With social media playing large 

part on a company’s success, it is important that relevant topics are regularly posted up to keep users engaged 

with D-CMR.  

Accessibility 

With such a vast demographic user base including age, knowledge and even language, we must cater to all 

these groups. The website features easy font size changing and auto language translation, furthermore the lan-

guage on the content will be kept to basic medical knowledge. 

Ongoing Development 

While the core website is fully setup with all extensions and men-

us, content has not been transferred over from the old website. 

Therefore the site is not ready for public use. Once published, 

there will be an initial beta testing of the site, the necessary 

changes will be made and then released worldwide. My hope is 

that after this stage, development of this website continues with 

new updates and features. 

DIABETES 

Type 2 Diabetes is a meta-

bolic disorder where patients 
have excess sugar levels in 

their blood due to insulin re-

sistance or deficiency. 

Summary 

 The new website is cleaner, user friendly and has more functionality. With this; the website should go 

on to become successful in both having a larger user base, but also help many people to reduce their 

risks of Diabetes and improve their lifestyle. 

 Over the course of this internship I have developed many skills; mainly learning to better  use Joomla 

and its extensions, but also communication skills through many meetings and  presentations. I have also 

been challenged creatively, developing a website from scratch meant that all the content and graphics 

had to be original and hence created by myself. Though not Physics related I am confident that the expe-

rience gained during this internship will aid me in both academia and employment in the future. 
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